Characters D6 / Captain Faro Argyus (Se
Name: Captain Faro Argyus
Died: 22 BBY, near the Tranquility
Species: Human
Gender: Male
Height: 1.83 meters
Hair color: Blonde
Eye color: Amber
Skin color: Light
Move: 10
DEXTERITY: 3D
Brawling Parry: 4D+2
Dodge: 5D+2
Blaster: 6D
Melee Combat: 4D+2
Melee Parry: 4D+2
PERCEPTION: 3D
Search: 5D
Command: 5D
Persuasion: 4D
Investigation: 5D
KNOWLEDGE: 2D
Bureaucracy: 5D
Languages: 3D
STRENGTH: 3D
Brawling: 5D
Climbing/Jumping: 4D
MECHANICAL: 2D
Repulsorlift Piloting: 4D+1
TECHNICAL: 2D
Computer Programming/Repair: 3D
Security: 4D+2
FORCE SENSITIVE : N
FORCE POINTS 1
DARK SIDE POINTS 0
CHARACTER POINTS 3
Equipment: Senate Guard Armor (+1D+2 vs Physical Damage, +1D vs Energy Damage), Blaster Pistol
(4D), Comlink

Description: Faro Argyus was a human male captain who served with the elite commandos of the Senate
Guard during the Clone Wars. He betrayed the Galactic Republic while on an assignment to deliver
Viceroy Nute Gunray to Coruscant, believing that his contribution to the rescue of a Separatist leader
would be rewarded by Count Dooku. Argyus was killed, however, by Dooku's personal assassin, Asajj
Ventress.
Biography
Faro Argyus was born as a member of the affluent Argyus family who served the Senate Guard of the
Galactic Republic. By the time Argyus joined, the family had served the Guard for five generations. Due
to his abilities as a leader and as a soldier, Argyus was then inducted in the Guard's famed Senate
Commando division.
At the time of the Clone Wars, Argyus held the rank of captain in the Senate Commandos. Following the
arrest of Viceroy Nute Gunray of the Confederacy of Independent Systems, Argyus and a team of
commandos were tasked with escorting the prisoner to Coruscant where he would stand trial for acts of
treason against the Galactic Republic. In response to the capture of Gunray, the Separatist assassin
Asajj Ventress led an assault on the Venator-class Star Destroyer Tranquility in order to retrieve or
silence the Neimoidian should he talk. Argyus and the commandos guarded Gunray in the ship's brig
alongside Jedi Commander Ahsoka Tano and CC-1004 ("Gree") while Jedi General Luminara Unduli and
the clone troopers of Green Company defended the vessel against Ventress and her battle droids.
After Ventress failed in her first attempt to rescue Gunray, Argyus encouraged Tano to aid Unduli in her
pursuit of the assassin. With the Padawan gone, however, Argyus killed the remaining commandos and
fought with Commander Gree to liberate Gunray. Despite the Clone Commander's efforts, Argyus fled
the Star Destroyer in an escape pod with both Gunray and Ventress. The former captain believed that his
efforts would be rewarded by Count Dooku, only to be impaled in side of the chest by Ventress while
attempting to claim credit for the success of the mission.
Ultimately, Argyus's treason brought the loyalty of the Senate Guard into question. Jedi Grand Master
Yoda was troubled by the captain's betrayal, seeing that the Republic's enemies were around them all.
The Guard's authority was weakened, and Supreme Chancellor Sheev Palpatine's view of the
organization was diminished. While Senate Commandos were once seen as a high level of security, the
Red Guard and Jedi Order became the groups that oversaw the transfer of high-value prisoners.
Personality and traits
As a member of the Senate Commandos, Captain Argyus was among the best and bravest soldiers in
the ranks of the Senate Guard. Despite his service to the Republic, Argyus resented his career as a
soldier which he regarded as a life of meaningless servitude. His disillusionment and desire for wealth
caused his loyalties to falter, allowing for his allegiance to be purchased through bribery by Count Dooku.
Though motivated by the promise of financial compensation, Argyus justified treason through his
conviction that a good soldier acted in accordance with his conscience.

Argyus was a human male who stood at 1.83 meters. By the time of his death, he had blond hair, amber
eyes, and light skin.
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